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PSYCHOPHYSICALANALYSIS
By L. L. THURSTONE,
University of Chicago

The purpose of this paper is to present a new point of view
in psychophysics and to trace some of its implications. In the
determination of a difference limen, the psychophysical judgment, no matter which of the classical methods is followed,
is traditionally considered to be a function of two factors,
namely, (i) the separation or difference between the two physical
stimulus magnitudes, and (2) a discriminatory power measured
in terms of sense-distances or just noticeable differences. The
psychological continuum, no matter what it may be called, is
supposedly determined by these just noticeable differences or
equal appearing intervals, which are by definition assumed to
be equal. The stimulus magnitudes are laid out on this continuum as landmarks, and the psychological separation between them is stated in terms of just noticeable differences
or equal appearing intervals.
It will lead to a rather more flexible and illuminating analysis if we start out a little differently. I shall suppose that every
psychophysical judgment is mainly conditioned by four factors, namely the two stimulus magnitudes or the separation
between them, the dispersion or variability of the process
which identifies the standard stimulus, and the dispersion or
variability of the process which identifies the variable stimulus. The present analysis will concern these variables and
finally the experimental procedures by which they may be
isolated.
At the outset it may be well to make clear some things that will not
be assumed. I shall not assume that the process by which an organism
differentiates between two stimuli is either psychic or physiological. I
suppose it must really be either, or perhaps both, but it is indifferent for
the present argument whether the processes by which we identify or discriminate grays and loudnesses and handwriting specimens are mental
or physiological. Hence this analysis has nothing really to do with any
psychological system. I shall try not to disturb the main argument with
systematic irrelevancesor with my personal notions regardingthe psychic
or physiological nature of the psychophysical judgment.
Further, I shall not assume that sensations, or whatever the identifying and discriminatingfunctions may be called, are magnitudes. It is
is not even necessary for the present argument to assume that sensations
have intensity. They may be as qualitative as you like, without intensity
or magnitude, but I shall assume that sensations differ. In other words,
the identifying processfor red is assumedto be differentfrom that by which
we identify or discriminate blue.

A term is needed for that process by which the organism
identifies, distinguishes, discriminates, or reacts to stimuli, a
368
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a term which is innocuous and as non-committal as possible,
because we are not now interested in the nature of the process.
Sensations, or more generally, subjective conditions would be
good terms but physiological states or intraorganic conditions
would also be satisfactory. In order to avoid any implications
I shall call the psychological values of psychophysics discriminal processes. The psychophysical problem concerns, then, the
association between a stimulus series and the discriminal processes with which the organism differentiates the stimuli.
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FIG. 2

In Fig. I let the circles R1, Re, Rs, R, represent a series of
stimuli which constitutes a continuum with regard to any prescribed stimulus attribute. It is not necessary to limit psychophysical analysis to stimuli which have intensity or magnitude as their principal attribute. For example, a series of
handwriting specimens may be arranged in a continuum on
the basis of general excellence. They would of course arrange
themselves in a different continuum if some other attribute
were specified such as size of letters, legibility, coarseness of
pen, or what not. Similarly a series of spectral colors may be
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arranged in a continuum for discrimination of brightness,
chroma,saturation,apparentremotenessfromred, or what not.
Psychologically some of these attributes can be measured,
while physically the measurementmay even be impossible.
We are assuming,then, that a series of stimuli have been arrangedin a continuumaccordingto any attribute about which
one can say 'more'or 'less' and that psychophysicsneed not be
limited to stimuli which have magnitudeor size, such as lifted
weights and the brightnessesof grays.
Referringagain to Fig. I, supposethat each stimulusin the
series has a discriminalprocess which is a psychic or physiological function of the organism. Thus the stimulus R5 has
a discriminalprocessS5 with which the discriminationof the
stimulus takes place. These discriminalprocesses, whatever
be their nature, can be labeled only in terms of their corressponding stimuli so that the discriminalprocess S5 is labeled
by the stimulus R5 with which it is associated. In the same
manner the other discriminalprocessesin the series may be
labeled by the stimuli which produce them. Naturally the
discriminalprocesses would arrange themselves in a totally
different order by changing the attribute of the stimuli by
which they are arrangedin a continuum. We have then two
continua,one for the stimuli and one for the discriminalprocesses of these stimuli. The stimulus continuummust of course
be definedin termsof somedefinitestimulusattribute. The discriminalcontinuumis a qualitativeone which does not necessarily have either magnitudeor intensity.
There is of courseno possibilityof recordingexperimentally
in any direct way these discriminal processesthat correspond
to a series of stimuli. It is possible, however, to make some
interesting inferences about the psychologicalcontinuum indirectly. The stimuli may be used to designate locations in
the psychologicalscale just as though the stimuli, or their
names,wereused as tags or landmarksin a continuumwhich
has otherwiseno identifyingmarks or mile posts. It is the relative separationsbetween these landmarks on the qualitative
psychological continuum which it is the central problemof
psychophysics to survey. In the figure there is no attempt
to indicate quantitativelythe relativeseparationsbetweenthe
stimuli, or betweentheirpsychologicalcorrelates. The diagram
indicates only that for each of the stimuli in the stimulus
continuumone may postulate a discriminalcorrelateand that
these psychologicalcorrelatesalso form a continuumof some
kind. Nothing more is known, for the purposes of measurement, about the psychologicalcontinuum except that a discrete series of discriminalprocessesof unknown nature can
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be used as landmarksalong its courseand that these processes
or landmarks are experimentally controlable or identifiable
only in terms of the physical stimuli that produce them.
So far the argumenthas proceededas though there were a
fixed one-to-one relation between the stimuli and their respectivepsychologicalcorrelates. It maybe assumedthat this relation is not so fixedas mightbe indicatedby Fig. i. It undoubtedly happensthat stimulusR6,forexample,doesnot alwaysproduce the same discriminalprocess S5. The present method
of psychophysicalanalysis rests on the assumptionthat constant and repeated stimuli are not always associated with
exactly the same discriminalprocess but that there is some
qualitative fluctuation from one occasion to the next in this
process for a given stimulus. This raises an interesting possibility. It might happen for example, that stimulus R5has
ordinarily S5 as its discriminalprocess but that sometimes
the qualitative fluctuationswould spread to S4 or to Se. It
might even happen, althoughrather seldom, that the stimulus
R5 would have as its processSs or 87. It should be recalled
that each of these processesor qualities is identifiedby that
stimulus which most frequentlyproducesit so that S4, for example, is habitually associatedwith R4 and so on. This is the
fundamentalidea of the psychophysicalanalysisof the present
paper.
The variability of this connection between the stimulus
and its discriminalprocessworks both ways. A given process
S5 would be associated most frequently with R5 but occasionally also with adjacent and closely similar stimuli in the
stimulus continuum such as Rs, R4, R6, R7. Similarly, the
stimulus R6 can be thought of as most frequently associated
with the process or quality S5 but occasionallywith the adjacent qualities such as Ss, S4, S6, S7. Since the discrimination between stimuli is made in the processesof the psychological continuum we shall be concerned with the latter of
these two regressions,namely the qualitative fluctuationsin
the discriminalprocessesthat are associated with a constant
and repeated stimulus.
The psychophysicalrelations may be summarized,so far,
in the following propositions.
(I)

A series of stimuli R1, Re, Rs

.

.

R, can be

arranged in a continuum, with reference to any prescribed
quantitative or qualitative stimulus attribute.
(2) These stimuli are differentiatedby processes of the
organismof unknownnature and they are designatedS1, S, Ss
S.,, respectively. Every stimulus Rk is identified
by the organism with the process Sk. These processesmay
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be either psychic or physiological or both. In this discussion
they are referred to as the discriminal processes or qualities.
. . S, are
(3) When the discriminal processes S1
considered in the same serial order as the corresponding stimulus series they constitute what may be called the discriminal
continuum or the psychological continuum. This continuum
is the correlate of the already postulated stimulus continuum.
(4) It is assumed that the correspondenceR, - S is subject
to noticeable fluctuation so that R, does not always produce
the exact process S, but sometimes nearly similar processes
S, +1 or S, -

and

sometimes

even

S, +

2

or S,

-

2.

It

goes without saying that the numerical subscripts are here
used to denote qualitative similarity and that no quantitative
attributes are thereby necessarily injected into the discriminal
processes. This fluctuation among the discriminal processes
for a uniform repeated stimulus will be designated the discriminal dispersion.
In Fig. 2 are represented the two continua, one for the
stimulus series and one for the corresponding discriminal
processes. Let R5 be one of the stimuli in the stimulus series.
It is asssumed that some discriminal process S5 occurs more
frequently with this stimulus than any of the other processes.
Hence it is designated the modal discriminal process for that
stimulus. In this sense S5 is the modal discriminal process for
the stimulus R5, and so on.
The relative frequencies of the different processesare representedfor
stimulus R5 in a rough diagrammatic way. Thus there are three lines
connecting R5 with S6 to indicate the relation between the stimulus and its
modal discriminal process. There are only two lines connecting the adjacent processes with the same stimulus R5 and this represents the relatively lower frequency of this association. The processes Ss and S7 are
connected with the same stimulus with only one line to represent relatively infrequent association. Finally the dotted lines represent in the
same manner very infrequent association between the processesso marked
and the stimulus Rs. The extreme processes without connection with R5
represent, then, those processes which are so different from the modal
process for R5 that they never occur in association with the given stimulus
or that such association would take place only under unusual conditions
as affected by practice, fatigue, sensory adaptation, successive or simultaneous contrast, and so on.

The simplest and perhaps the most obvious plan for scaling
would be to assign linear values to the discriminal processes,
with reference to a given stimulus, inversely proportional to
the frequencies with which these processes occur- with the
given stimulus. With R5 as the given stimulus in Fig. 2 the
reckoning would start with the corresponding modal process
S5 as an origin or datum. For this stimulus the other processes
could be assigned distance-values from S5 inversely proportional to their frequencies of occurrence with the given stim-
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ulus. Any plan that might be adopted is subject to experimental test in that the separationsbetween the processescan
be scaled with referenceto each of the various stimuli. Naturally these scale distances between the processes should remain practically constant, no matter what the stimulus may
be, in orderto have a valid measuringmethod. Experimental
test shows that the plan just suggested of assigning distance
values on the psychological continuum breaks down. It is
found that the separationsbetween the processesdo not retain
stable values when they are determinedfor differentstimuli.
Thereforesome other plan must be adopted.
The normal probability curve has been so generally abused in psychological and educational measurement that one has reason to be fearful
of criticism from the very start in even mentioning it. The only valid
justification for bringing in the probability curve in this connection is that
its presence can be experimentally tested. The writer has found experimentally that the normal probability curve was not applicable for certain
stimuli. In most of the experimentsthe distributions are reasonably close
to normal.

Since the assumption of a normal distribution for the
discriminaldispersioncan be experimentallyverified and limited to those stimulus series where its reality can be tested,
it will be reasonableto make this assumptionsubject to verificationin every case. The hypothesiscan be stated as follows.
The discriminaldispersionwhich any given repeatedstimulus
produceson the psychologicalcontinuumis usuallynormal. The
frequencieswith whichthe discriminalprocessesoccurfor a given
stimulus ordinarilydescribea normaldistributionwhen plotted
on the psychologicalcontinuumas a base. In experimental
practicethe procedureis the reverseof this hypothesisbecause
the frequenciesare known first experimentallyand from these
frequencies we constructthe psychological continuum. The
writerhas found in severalstudies that the separationbetween
any pair of processesremains practically constant no matter
which of the neighboringstimuli is used as a base for the calculation. Such is not the case, however, when the separation
of any pair of processesis assignedvalues directly or inversely
proportionalto their frequency of occurrence.
In Fig. 2 where R5 is chosen as the stimulus we should
therefore, accordingto this hypothesis, assign scale values to
the various processesas distancesfrom S5 as an origin. These
distances would be assignedin terms of the standarddeviation
of the distributionof process-frequencies.There is of course
no further unit in terms of which this standarddeviation can
be expressed. It is itself a unit of measurementbecause all
that we can do with the psychologicalcontinuumis to lay off
linear separationsbetween the processesproportionalto their
true value since, so far as we know, there is in the nature of
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the case no further absoluteunit of measurementfor the psychologicalcontinuum. But we shall see that it is possible to
compare the discriminal dispersionsfor two stimuli and to
determineexperimentallythe ratio of any two of these dispersions. Psychologicalmeasurementdepends, then, on the
adoptionof one of thesedispersionsas a base,and the use of its
standarddeviationas a unit of measurement
for the psychological
continuum under investigation.
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In Fig. 3 let the column of thirteen circles represent so
many discriminalprocesses,each of them being a modal discriminalprocessfor a stimuluswith the same numericaldesignation. Two of these thirteen stimuli are indicated in the
figure, namely R5 and R7. Suppose that these stimuli are
arrangedin a continuumaccordingto any prescribedstimulus
attribute and let R7 be more ambiguous,or less sharply defined, than Rs. An examplewould be two specimensof handwriting, one of which would be a beautifulbut unusualhandwriting, or perhapsit might be written in a foreign language,
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or it might be in Germanscript which would possiblycall forth
judgments influenced by prejudice from factors other than
those of the handwritingcharacteristics. If the experiment
involves the comparison of loudnesses, a variation of the
certainty or ambiguity of judgment for a particularstimulus
might be caused by variationsin timbre or pitch. Ordinarily
psychophysicalexperimentsare so set up as to avoid,as com-
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FIG.4

pletely as possible, the introduction of extraneousfactors to
influencethe ambiguityof judgmentand the stimuli are made
into as homogeneousa series as may be experimentallypossible.
In Fig. 3, the two stimuli are representedas differingin the
certainty with which they can be judged as to the prescribed
attribute for the stimulus continuum and R7 is indicated as
the more variable or uncertain of the two. The modal discriminal process for R7 is S7 as before, and the discriminal
processesS6, Ss, S1 might be assigned deviation values of 1r,
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2a, 3a respectively from S7 as a datum. These deviation values
would be assigned on the basis of the frequency with which
each of these processes occur with R7 as a stimulus. With the
same diagrammatic representation let the other processes be
assigned their deviation values from Sr as a base and let the
same processes be assigned frequency-deviation values from
S5 as a base for stimulus R5. In Fig. 3 these hypothetical deviations are given numerical values. Note from the figure
that the discriminal process S5 which is modal for stimulus
R5 has a deviation value of - IUvfor stimulus R7. Similarly the
discriminal process S4 has a deviation value of - i.5o7 for stimulus R7 while it has a deviation value of - Ia6 for stimulus R5.
If this analysis is correct it should happen not infrequently
that the stimuli which constitute a continuum according to
any prescribed stimulus attribute are subject to varying degrees of dispersion when they are perceived or judged. Some
stimuli are probably placed with reference to the prescribed
attribute more accurately and consequently with a smaller
discriminal or subjective dispersion than other stimuli. It is
probably true that this variability of the discriminal dispersion
on the psychological continuum is of relatively less serious
importance in dealing with strictly homogeneous stimulus series but it becomes a serious factor in dealing with less conspicuous attributes or with less homogeneous stimulus series
such as handwriting specimens, English compositions, sewing
samples, Oriental rugs. In measurements of the type known
as judgment scales the discriminal dispersion on the psychological continuum becomes one of the unknowns to be determined as well as the scale value of the specimen. Every
specimen in such a series presents two unknown values to be
determined: namely, the scale value of its modal discriminal
process on the psychological continuum, and its discriminal
dispersion.
Instead of the diagrammatic representation of Fig. 3 two
normal probability curves may be substituted, subject of
course to subsequent experimental verification. This has
been done in Fig. 4. Here the psychological continuum has
been constructed on the hypothesis that the discriminal processes describe a normal distribution when plotted on that continuum. When R7 and R5 are presented for a comparative
judgment, each of the stimuli produces a discriminal process
of some kind and the certainty of the discrimination may be
assumed to be mainly a function of the difference between
these two processes. If R7 happens to be associated with one of
the processes at the upper range of its discriminal dispersion
and if R5 happens to be associated with one of the processes at
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the lowerend of its discriminaldispersion,thenthe discrimination
is made with ease and the judgmentis correct. If these conditions are reversedso that R7 has a process slightly below its
modal process while R5 happens to have a process slightly
above its modal process,then the two stimuli may even have
the same discriminalprocessand there would be no possibility
of a confidentdiscrimination. Finally, if on some occasionR7

Dcrm~
Dsc/•?ini~a

diFrrerence
FIG.5

S'k-a

happens to have a processunusually low in its scale, while R5
has a processhigher in the psychologicalscale, then the judgment would be made, perhapseven with confidence,that R5 is
greater than R7 and the judgment would be recordedas incorrect. The discriminationis considered,then, as a function of the discriminaldifferencebetweenthe two processesthat
happen to be associated in the same judgment. By the discriminaldifferenceis meant the linear separationon the psychological continuum between the two processes involved in
any particularjudgment. It may be designatedS7.5or more
generally Skca. The discriminaldifferenceis the same as the
sensedistanceif we allow that the sense distancefor two stimuli fluctuatesfrom one occasionto the next.
If in a long series of experimentaljudgmentsit were possible to isolate the two discriminalprocessesfor every judgment
and if the separationbetween these two processesfor every
judgmentwere recorded,one could tabulate them in the form
of a frequency table of discriminal differences. These differenceswould of coursebe expressedin terms of some unit of
measurementon the psychologicalcontinuum. Let the standard stimulus be A and the variablestimulus K. The mean
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of the distributionof discriminaldifferenceswouldbe the mean
or true difference(Sk- Sa) and its standarddeviationwouldbe
ka"=

VOa2k+

2a

on the assumptionthat deviations from the modal processes
for the two stimuli are not correlated. This distribution is
represented in Fig. 5. The base line of this distribution
represents discriminal differences in terms of any desired
unit of measurementon the psychologicalcontinuum. The
mean is (Sk- Sa) becausethat is the difference between the
two modal processes. The origin represents a difference
of zero. This would occur when the two stimuli happento be
associated with the same discriminalprocess in which case
there is no discriminationpossible. The points to the right of
the origin on the base line represent positive values for the
differencesSk- a in which Rk has a process higher in the
scale than Ra. Similarlythe points to the left of the origin
representnegative values for the discriminaldifferenceSk- ,
in which Rkhappensto have a processlowerin the psychological scale than Ra.

It should be recalled that

Sk - a

or

Ska

represents the sense distance between two stimuli on any
particularoccasionwhereasSk - Sa representsthe mean sense
distance for several hundredjudgmentsand it is in scale construction called the 'true' sense distance or scale distance between the two stimuli.
For the presentit will simplify analysisto assumethat any
discriminal difference, no matter how small, is directly reflectedin the judgment. A correctionmay be insertedfor this
approximationby which a discriminaldifferencelimen can be
calculated but this correctionwill not seriously alter the results. It may be assumedfor the presentthat all positive discriminal differences, Sk-y, result in the judgment "Rk
greaterthan Ra" and that all negative discriminaldifferences
result in the judgment "Ra greater than Rk." If the two
paired stimuli are presented N times there will of course
be observed N discriminal differencesand their expected
distributionis representedin Fig. 5. The shaded portion of
that figure represents the expected proportionof judgments
"Rk greater than Ra" and these judgments would be correct
if K is higher than A. The unshadedportion of the surface
representsthe expected proportionof judgments "Ra greater
than Rk." The proportionof correctjudgmentswill of course
increase if the two stimuli are chosen farther apart. Also,
the proportion of correct judgments will increase if stimuli
are chosen with smallerdiscriminaldispersions. If the shaded
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area is greater than N/2 it represents correct judgments.
If it is less than N/2 it representsthe proportionof incorrect

judgments.
A discriminaldifference,Sk -a, is not necessarily a magnitude. It is a pair of processes,a pair of qualities. The only
way in which numerical value is assigned to it is by placing

each of these processeson a measuredcontinuumby means of
the frequency with which each of them is associatedwith the
same stimulus. The difference between these two assigned

linear values is the discriminal difference, S_- a.. The scale

distance,Sk - Sa, can be definedas the most common discriminal difference,Sk-a
At this point we have arrived at a measure which can be

experimentally verified. By the method of constant stimuli

it is readily possibleto ascertainthe actual proportionof judgments "R7 greater than Rs" for the two stimuli. This proportion is a function of four variables namely S7, S5, or, 5s.
If there are n stimuli in the stimulusseriesthere will be 2n unknowns to be evaluated, namely n scale values for the modal
discriminalprocesses, and n scale values for the discriminal
dispersions. If every stimulusis used in turn as a standardthe
numberof possiblepairs of stimuli will be

n(n- I)

T

2

Since there is an experimental proportion 'a greater than

b' for every possible pair of stimuli, it follows that there will
be n(n - 1)/2 observation equations and 2n unknowns. One

of the modal discriminalprocessescan be chosen as a datum
or originfor the psychologicalscale, and one of the discriminal
dispersionscan be chosen as a unit of measurementfor the
constructionof a psychologicalscale. This reducesthe number
of unknowns to (2n - 2) or 2(n - i).
TABLEI
Number of stimuli
in the series, n

Total number of

unknowns, 2(n - I)

Number of observation

equations, T = n(n -I)/2

I
2

0
2

0
I

3
4

4
6

3
6

5

8

6

10

15
21

Io

7

12

8

14

28

9

16

36

I0

18

45
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Table I shows for stimulus series of varying length from i
to 1o, the number of available observation equations and the
total number of unknowns. When the stimulus series has less
than four stimuli, the number of unknowns is greater than
the number of observations equations and the problem therefore cannot be solved. When there are four stimuli in the
series the number of observation equations exactly equals
the total number of unknowns and the problem can then be
solved by simultaneous equations. When the stimulus series
has more than four stimuli there are more observation equations than there are unknowns and the problem must then
be solved by the method of least squares or by some other
method of balancing errors of observation.
The fundamental psychophysical equation can then be
stated in the following form.

Sk- Sa= Xkav'k2+ a2

[2]

in which Sk and Sa are the two modal scale values on the psychological continuum for the two stimuli Rk and Ra.
Xka is the sigma value for the experimentally observed
proportion of judgments "Rk greater than Ra." When these
proportions are greater than .50 the stimulus Rk is higher in the
psychological continuum than Ra.
ak = the discriminal dispersion of Rk on the psychological
continuum.
-a = the discriminal dispersion of Ra on the psychological
continuum.
The assumptions underlying this psychological equation
are as follows:
(I) That every stimulus in the stimulus-series is associated with a modal discriminal process with which the organism identifies the stimulus for a prescribed attribute.
(2) That the modal discriminal process for any given stimulus retains at least some of its identity even when the stimulus is combined with other stimuli into a single perceptual
judgment.
(3) That the modal processes may be arranged in a linear
psychological continuum in the same serial or rank order as
the corresponding stimulus series.
(4) In addition to arranging the discriminal processes
in rank or serial order, linear separations between them are
assigned on the assumption that the discriminal dispersion
for any stimulus is normal on the psychological continuum.
This assumption is subject to experimental verification.
(5) That the discriminal deviations for the different stimuli are uncorrelated. This a fairly safe assumption but if
they are correlated, the psychophysical equation [2] becomes
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XkaV2k

-

2'a -
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2-rka'ak'0a

in whichcase the numericalsolutionbecomesunwieldy.
(6)

That all positive discriminal differences S k-a give

the judgment 'k> a,' that all negative discriminaldifferences
Sk - a give the judgment 'k <a,' and that discriminal differences of zero, S k-

a

= O, are equally distributed between

'higher'and 'lower'if only two judgments are allowed. This
is a close approximationto truth but a correctioncan be introduced in terms of a discriminaldifferencelimen for judgments
'equal' and 'doubtful.' This correctionis left for a separate
paper.
EXPERIMENTALPROCEDUREFOR VERIFYINGASSUMED
NORMALITYOF DISCRIMINALDISPERSION

Assumption (4), that the discriminal dispersion for any
stimulus is normal on the psychological continuum, may be
experimentallytested by ascertainingwhether the separation
between any two modal processes (sense distance) remains
constantno matter whichof the stimuli is used as a base. Consider Rk as the base or standard for equation [2]. Then the
proportion of judgments k >a will be controlled by the relation

Sk - Sa = Xka0crl2k+ 2a

[2]

Similarlyfor the proportionof judgmentsk > b,
+ 2b
Sk - Sb = Xkb-\V2k

Subtracting,

Sb - Sa = Xko'a2

+

a2,- Xkbi0 22k+02b

[3]

If the same equation is written with R1, Rm, R,, as standards, we have
+ Tb2
Sb - Sa = Xla~r/l2 +
Xlb•/a12
'a2
= XmaVm2
+ a2 - XmbVm2+ b2

= Xna (n2 + a2X- nb

2+2 b2

If every separation such as Sb - S remains constant when determined by different stimuli such as Rk, R1, R., Rn, as
standards, then internal consistency for the measurements has

been demonstratedand the validity of assumption(4) is thereby established. Such internal consistency depends on the
nature of the assumed distributionof discriminalprocessesby
which the psychologicalcontinuum is constructed.
The point of view that I am describing has many implications bearing
on well known psychophysical principles. One of the conclusions to which
the present analysis leads is that Fechner's law and Weber's law are really
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independent and that it is consequently incorrect to speak of these two
laws jointly as 'the Weber-Fechnerlaw.' Another important conclusion
relates to the well known hypothesis that equally often noticed differences
are equal. The present analysis shows that hypothesis is incorrect because it is possible for two differencesto seem unequalon the average and
yet be equally often discriminated. Other implications concern the
limitations of the phi-gamma hypothesis in psychophysical experimentation and the distribution of judgments of equality. A few applications of
the concept of discriminaldispersionare describedbelow.

FECHNER'SLAW
Fechner's law is usually phrased as follows:
S = K log R
in which S represents sensation intensity which we have here
called scale value. The notation R refers to stimulus intensity
or magnitude. It will be noticed that in writing our psychophysical equation nothing has been said about stimulus magnitudes
or intensities because of the fact that many stimulus series
that are subjected to psychological measurement are not
capable of quantitative measurement on their objective side.
For example, the relative excellence of a series of handwriting
specimens may be measured on a psychological continuum
but the corresponding physical 'magnitudes' probably do not
exist as a single variable. The physical handwriting specimens
cannot be readily measured as to the stimulus variable 'excellence.'
Fechner's law can be applicable only to those stimulus
series in which the attribute which is being judged can also
be physically isolated. Then, if the discriminal separations
of the psychological continuum are plotted against the physical
stimulus attribute and if this plot is logarithmic, Fechner's
law is verified.
In many cases there is no possibiltiy of making sure that
the physical variable really corresponds to the psychological
one. For example, a series of circles can be arranged in a
stimulus series in accordance with their diameters. The discriminal experiments may then be carried out with instructions to indicate which of two exposed circles is the larger
without specifying further what is meant by larger. 'I he
circles would no doubt arrange themselves in the same serial
order in the psychological continuum as in the stimulus
continuum so that the two series would have exactly the same
rank orders. Now, if we want to verify Fechner's law, we
should plot the separations between the modal processes for the
circles along the psychological continuum against the corresponding physical stimulus variable. Shall we plot diameters
on the base line or shall we plot areas? These two plans would
arrange the stimulus series in the same rank order, but the re-
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lation between diameter and area is not linear. Both diameter
and area would be physical variables covariant with the apparent
bigness of the circles. Now, if Fechner's law is verified for
one of these physical variables, it could not possibly be verified
for the other because of the non-linear relation of diameter and
area. If we should find experimentally that Fechner's law is
satisfied by plotting the psychological continuum against the
diameters, for example, that would not justify the conclusion
that Fechner's law applies. We could artificially force Fechner's
law everywhere by merely selecting that particular stimulus
variable which does give a logarithmic relation with the psychological continuum. Fortunately the law has been shown to
hold true for many stimulus series in which there is hardly any
possibility of an ambiguous stimulus variable and its universality therefore commands our respect.
WEBER'S LAW AS INDEPENDENT OF FECHNER'S LAW

In the present discussion Weber's law is interpreted broadly
for the frequently observed relation between the stimulus
magnitudes and the scale distances on the psychological continuum. I am not here limiting myself to those particular
applications of the law by which it is restricted to sensory
intensities. The law is not always verified for sensation intensities, but, on the other hand, I have found it applicable
to some other stimulus series that are not sensory intensity
magnitudes. The present discussion of Weber's law concerns
the functional relation between stimulus magnitudes and psychological scale distances without implying that the law is
limited to sensory stimulus intensities.
Weber's law and Fechner's law are often described together
and they are frequently called jointly 'the Weber-Fechner
law.' The two laws are independent so that either one of them
may be applicable without the other being verified for a particular set of data. The two laws must be separately verified
for any given set of data.
Weber's law is usually stated as follows: The just noticeable increase of a stimulus is a constant fraction of the stimulus. The term 'just noticeable' is ambiguous so that it is
necessary to specify how often a stimulus increase must be
correctly noted in order for the stimulus increase to be called
'noticeable.' This frequency is often placed arbitrarily at 75%
of the judgments when two judgments are allowed. Restating
Weber's law with this provision so as to remove the ambiguity
of the term 'just noticeable' we have the following statement
of the law: The stimulus increase which is correctly discriminated in 75% of the attempts, when only two judgments
'higher' and 'lower,' or their equivalents, are allowed, is a
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constant fraction of the stimulus magnitude. With reference
to Fechner's law there are two cases under which Weber's law
may be verified. In case I Fechner's law is postulated, and in
case 2 it is not postulated.
Case 1. Let the stimulus magnitude be designated Ra and
let it be increased to the magnitude Rb at which separation
the two stimuli are correctly discriminated in 75% of the
attempts by the constant method and with two judgments
allowed. At this separation between the two stimuli our
psychophysical equation [2] takes the following form:
Sb - 8a = XabV a2 + 0b2
which, when stated explicitly for the required proportion of
75% judgments "b greater than a," becomes

Sb - Sa
Xab = 0.674.
[41
2
V=b+-ca Weber's law states that any pair of stimuli, Ra and its increased magnitude Rb, corresponding to the two modal processes S, and Sb in the above equation, are such that the fraction Rb/R, remains a constant no matter what the absolute
magnitudes of the stimuli may be. It is clear from the above
equation that the separation between the two stimuli which
gives a result of 75% correct judgments is a function not only
of the two stimulus magnitudes and their corresponding modal
processes but also of the discriminal dispersions for the two
stimuli. Weber's law may be verified under Case 1 if an additional condition is satisfied, namely, that the discriminal dispersions are the same for all the stimuli. If the discriminal
dispersions are not constant, then it is possible for Fechner's
law to be applicable when Weber's is not. If the discriminal
dispersions are equal for all the stimuli, then equation [4] may
be written as follows:
Sb -

Sa

X

0.674

and since the discriminal dispersion which is here assumed to
be constant may be taken as a unit of measurement on the
psychological continuum, we have
Sb -

Sa

.674

or Sb - Sa = \/2* 0.674.

[6]
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This relation is obtained by condition (2) above. But
Weber'slaw states a constant relation in terms of the stimuli.
This transformatinoncan be made by Fechner'slaw as follows:
S, = K log R.
Sb = K log Rb
Sb - Sa = K [log Rb - log R.]
Sb - Sa = K log
Ra

Sb - Sa =

or simply
log

[7]

-

From equations [6] and [171]
we have

= K log

Rb

V2."0o.674

Rb

= constant

and hence
Rb = constant
Rb
Ra

thus verifying Weber's law. But in order to verify Weber's
law under Case 1 it was necessaryto make two assumptions,
namely that Fechner'slaw applies and also that the discriminal dispersionsare constant. If stimuli were used of varying
degrees of homogeneity or ambiguity the discriminaldispersions would not be constant and it would then be possible to
discover that Fechner'slaw is applicable when Weber's law
is not.
Case2. It is possiblefor Weber'slaw to be applicablewhen
Fechner'slaw is not verified and when the discriminaldispersions are not all equal. This is best illustratedby a short list
of stimuli with hypothetical discriminaldispersions. For the
purposeof this illustrationwe can assumeany relationbetween
S and R except the logarithmicrelationof Fechner'slaw. Let
us tabulate some pairedvalues for S and R such that S = R2.
This is clearly, then, a case in which Fechner'slaw does not
apply. In Table II the first column identifiesthe six stimuli
in the hypotheticalseries. Column R designatesthe stimulus
magnitudes. Column S shows the scale values of the corStim. Series
I
2

R
I0.00

TABLEII
S= R2
100.

20.00

P(R+) > R
.75

121.

12.10

23.94

3

146.

29.16

.75

4

13-31

177.

35-40

.75

5
6

14.64

215.

43.40

I6.I

259.

51.90

.75
.75

II.O0

.75
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responding modal processes (sensation intensities). Column
a shows a hypothetical series of discriminal dispersions. By
means of the fundamental psychophysical equation [2]it can then
be shown that the stimuli i and 2 are correctly discriminated in
75% of the judgments, that stimuli 2 and 3 are correctly discriminated in 75% of the judgments, and so on. Since the ratio
of each stimulus magnitude to the next lower stimulus magnitude is always i.io in this table and since these successive
pairs of stimuli are correctly differentiated in 75% of the observations, we conclude that Weber's law has been verified
by these hypothetical data. The only new factor that we have
introduced is the plausible assumption that the discriminal
dispersion may not be constant throughout the whole stimulus
range. With an assumed variation in the discriminal dispersion we find that it is logically possible to have a set of data
in which Weber's law is verified but in which Fechner's law is
not verified. All that is necessary for the discriminal dispersion to vary from one stimulus to another is that the stimuli
be unequal in the ambiguity or difficulty with which they are
judged and this surely must happen much more often than we
suspect when the stimuli consist in such qualitative values
as handwriting specimens or specimens of English composition. It is quite probable that the variation in discriminal
dispersion is rather slight and perhaps negligible when the
stimulus series is rather homogeneous. A good example of a
homogeneous stimulus series is a set of cylinders for the lifted
weight experiment in which size, color, texture, shape, and
even temperature are ruled out of the experiment by keeping
them constant. In such experiments it is probable that the
discriminal dispersion stays constant.
Finally, if the discriminal dispersions can be assumed to be
equal throughout the whole stimulus range, then Fechner's
law and Weber's law become identical. The frequent association of these two laws as though they were always identical
depends on the constancy of the discriminal dispersion. It
may be expected in psychophysical experiments with stimuli that are not experimentally kept constant in all but one
stimulus variable, that one or two stimuli in the series are
more difficult to judge than the rest. In such a case these one
or two stimuli will have larger discriminal dispersions than the
other stimuli and the consistency of the psychological continuum is thereby disturbed if these variations are not accounted for in the derivation of the scale values.
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ARE NOT

It is usually assumed that equally often noticed differences
are equal on the psychological continuum. They are rarely
assumed to be equal on the stimulus continuum. It is however incorrect to assume that pairs of stimuli are equally distant on the psychological scale even though all the pairs are
equally often discriminated. It is not even correct to say that
stimulus differences seem equal, or that they are subjectively
equal, just because the differences are equally often noticed.
Two pairs of stimuli may be equally often discriminated while
one of the separations may on the average actually seem
greater than the other.
Referring again to the psychophysical equation [2] the psychological or apparent separation between two stimuli Ra and
Rb is expressed by the difference (Sb - Sa), measured on the
psychological scale which is a scale of appearances or impressions. The frequency with which the two stimuli can
be discriminated is, however, a function of their respective
discriminal dispersions as well as their modal discriminal
processes. The separation between the modal processes can
also be called the mean sense distance. Here again, if we can
assume that the discriminal dispersions are constant, then it
is correct to say that equally often noticed differences are
psychologically equal but that assumption should be tested
before constructing a psychological continuun or scale by
means of this assumption.
A POSSIBLE EFFECT OF PRACTICE
It is probable that practice has the effect of reducing the
the discriminal dispersions and that this may account for the
shifts in the proportions of correct judgments in psychophysical experiments. If two stimuli are presented to an unpracticed subject for whom these stimuli have relatively large discriminal dispersions, the denominator of equation [41 will be
relatively large while the numerator remains constant. Graphically the situation can be represented in Fig. 5 by increasing
the standard deviation of that probability curve while the
This produces a
separation (SA - Sa) remains constant.
low proportion of correct judgments. With practice, the subject reduces the discriminal dispersions and this might be represented in Fig. 5 by reducing the standard deviation of that
curve while the separation between the two modal processes remains constant. The effect is to increase the proportion of
correct judgments. Naturally, stable results for the construction of a psychological scale depend on reaching such a practice level that the discriminal dispersions will remain prac-
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tically constant throughout the experiments. The interpretation of the psychophysicalequation in connection with the
effect of practice would be that two lights, for example, seem
just about as bright to the practiced laboratory subject as
to an unpracticedsubject. Practice in psychophysicalexperimentation does not make one of the lights seem brighter or
the other one weaker. The two lights retaintheir same general
level of brightnessexcept for sensory adaptation and contrast
which are momentary effects. But there is a practice effect
in the capacity to discriminatebetween the two lights. This
is determinedby the discriminaldispersionor subjective observational error. Here again, equally often noticed differences are not necessarilyequal subjectively or psychologically.
EXPERIMENTAL TEST

The simplest experimental procedure for verifying the
assumption that the discriminaldispersionsare constant for
any particularstimulus series is probably to arrange a table
showing the proportionof judgments,P.> b,for all the possible
pairs of stimuli. If there are N stimuli, such a table will
contain N(N - i) entries if identical stimuli are not experi-

mentally compared. From such a table the stimuli can readily
be arrangedin rank order. From the table of proportionsof
judgments, a correspondingtable of sigma values can be prepared. One can then pldt a graphfor Xk against Xk in which
a and b are standards. If the discriminaldispersionsare equal
through the stimulus series, the graph should give a linear
plot with a slope of unity. This may be demonstratedas
follows:
If in the psychophysicalequation

2
X ca k2+2
SkS-S XV=
+aa+

[2]

we assume that the discriminal dispersions are equal, the
equation becomes

Sk- Sa = XkuaAz/2
= Xka-'2.
V

[51

and if we use the discriminaldispersionas a unit of measurement on the psychologicalscale, we have
Sk - Sa = Xka VT2

[6]

Sk - S =

[71

By symmetry it follows that

Subtracting and transposing, Xkb"~'/T

x, = Xkb+ S-

[S

"

[8]
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This equation is in linear form and if Xka is plotted against
Xkb we should have a linear plot. The slope should be unity
and

S -S
Y-intercept= Sb [9If the plot is linear, it proves that the assumed normal
distribution of discriminalprocesses is correct. If the slope
is unity, it proves that the discriminaldispersionsare equal.
It is left for a separate paper to apply this method to educational judgment scale data.

